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also known as wheeled loaders, are widely utilized in a variety of
industries and are used for a variety of purposes. Skid-steer loaders are
often used in applications where other loaders, such as wheeled loaders,
excavators, etc., are too large or complex for the particular job at hand,
or to perform a particular task. Additionally, since skid-steer loaders are
wheeled loaders, they have a smaller footprint and can be more
maneuverable than other loaders, such as wheeled loaders. Skid-steer
loaders typically include three wheels, two at the rear, and one at the
front of the loader. Each rear wheel is typically driven by a traction or
drive motor such as a hydraulic motor or electric motor. The angle of the
front wheel can be selectively adjusted to steer the loader. Thus, the front
wheel can pivot between an up and a down position to steer the loader
from a neutral position. The loader may also include a hydraulic system
that connects the rear or traction motors to the front or swivel-action
hydraulic motor. The hydraulic system may also connect the lift cylinders
and other hydraulic valves to the hydraulic motors. Typically, a control
valve is used to control flow to the hydraulic motors, and thereby
controlling the load applied to each of the rear wheels. The control valve
may be connected to an operator-operated actuator device, such as a
lever or pedal, that controls the control valve. Thus, the operator can
adjust the amount of pressure applied to each of the rear wheels to cause
the loader to move and turn as desired. Skid-steer loaders typically
include a mast with an operator cab and implement actuator controls
mounted on the mast. The controls are sometimes mounted on the outer
end of the mast and the mast may be mounted on a loader frame. The
loader frame
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